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Dear Friends,

For a year now, the whole world, including all of us f ilmmakers, has 
been struggling with this virus. A universal experience which, with 
all the drama, and sometimes tragedy, goes painfully to the heart of 
f ilmmaking: in a large group and with a lot of effort, at a high pace and 
with large groups of people, right next to each other. We are all affected 
by this, though perhaps less so for the scriptwriters. As our friend and 
one of the best scriptwriters we know says: “Nothing has particularly 
changed for me, I always utilize my imagination alone in a room, and 
now I have more topics, and when I go out with my dog, there are fewer 
people on the streets, which helps me to think.”

And that’s what we’ve seen in the latest versions of the scripts from 
our ScripTeasters this year: tremendous focus, application of feedback 
from great advisors, and wonderful progress in the scripts. That’s great, 
because we’re all waiting for good scripts, for that moment when we 
defeat the virus and make movies out of our scripts. In these films 
you will certainly see the accumulated energy, the explosive creative 
discharge. And today let us rejoice, because we are meeting in Berlin, 
just as if we were physically there, for the screenwriters are not lacking 
in imagination, simply to see Der Himmel über Berlin. 



A SENSITIVE MAN 
TOMAS KLEIN – CZECH REPUBLIK

ALMOST HAPPY 
EWA PODGÓRSKA, SEBASTIAN WASIŃSKI – POLAND

AN ENEMY 
TERESA ZOFIA CZEPIEC, MACIEJ SOBIESZCZAŃSKI – POLAND

GROUND ZERO 
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Twelve year old Elias and his family have been travelling across Europe as nomadic actors, but the lifestyle is killing Mom and she must return 
to Czechia for treatment. While his mother is in hospital Elias’s father is wrongly accused of murder. Elias, Dad and Baby Brother go on the 
run. They must evade a vigilante biker gang and other cruel inhabitants of the region in order to survive.

ELIAS (12), MOM (35), DAD (55) and BABY BROTHER (1) return to Czechia after years of travels through Western Europe as nomadic actors hoping to 
settle down and start a normal life. Times have changed however, and Europe is no longer as welcoming as it used to be. Even worse, Mom is not in 
good health – she is suffering from a large venous ulcer on her leg.

Instead of an idyllic homecoming, they are greeted by Mom’s father, GRANDPA GRAPER, in his filthy flat, where he is awaiting death, full of angst and 
anger at the world. Exhausted Mom collapses. When Dad takes her to the hospital, Eliáš and Baby Brother are left alone with Grandpa Graper. Elias is 
afraid of the old man and locks him in his room. When Dad returns for them in the morning, Graper is dead. The local militia are already on the scene, 
ostentatiously and arrogantly substituting for the police, but it doesn’t seem to surprise anyone. They want to take Elias and Baby Brother to a children’s 
home and arrest Dad for having possibly murdered Graper. Elias, Baby Brother and Dad manage to escape and go on the run as wanted criminals.

This sets them on a crazy journey across the magical Posázaví region of Czechia, where Elias, Dad and Baby Brother, disguised as women, try to reach 
Mom in the hospital. Along the way, they encounter local weirdos, and are pulled into the dark stories of their lives. Elias refuses to speak and deals 
with the ruin and decay everywhere around him through his imagination. Over time, he realizes that his father is not the charismatic, idealistic actor 
he took him for, but really a coward, alcoholic and liar… and worst of all, he has no clue how to take care of his kids without Mom around.

The family crosses paths with local girl SVETLANA, who is trying to escape from her despotic lover BISON, the chief of the militia, and marry her true 
love Kájin. Elias abandons Dad to his own devices and tries to save Svetlana from Bison. They eventually steal a boat and row away down the river, 
taking Baby Brother with them.

Bison and his biker militia chase after them, seeking revenge on Svetlana and her groom-to-be, Kájin. Carrying Baby Brother in his arms, Elias tries to 
help them; they are hopelessly outnumbered. Dad appears at the last minute, having realized that he must fight for his children, even if he doesn’t 
know how to navigate his own existence.

Elias watches Dad rush to their rescue, leading Bison and the militia away so that his children, Svetlana and Kájin can escape. Elias appreciates his 
father’s heroism, gives him a second chance, and eventually helps him escape the hopeless situation. They receive a motorbike from Kájin and race 
back to find Mom – only to discover that she is not in the hospital anymore. She has been trying to catch up with them the entire time! When they 
finally reunite, Mom is awestruck that the children are fine, and Elias has even started talking! The family is complete. Still crazy, but happy at least 
– given the circumstances.

A SENSITIVE MAN TOMAS  
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1A SENSITIVE MAN

Tomas Klein studied directing at the Film and TV School of Academy of 
Performing Arts in Prague. His student films have been screened worldwide 
and his short film Retriever was presented in the Cinéfondation section of 
the Cannes Film Festival. He worked as the second director on The Wolf from 
the Royal Vineyard Street film, which he later finished after the legendary 
author Jan Němec passed away. The film was awarded with the Special Jury 
Award in the main competition of Karlovy Vary International Film Festival and 
presented at the Rotterdam Film Festival. At the moment he is preparing his 
debut - an adaptation of the Czech State Literature Prize awarded book The 
Sensitive Man.
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„Almost Happy” is an unconventional story depicting contemporary Europe through a cracked mirror.  
A Europe that is becoming more and more radicalized. 

In a happy marriage, no one will hear you scream.

A young couple are settling in to their new ‘dream’ apartment. When the Wife finds out that she is pregnant, she secretly decides to have an 
abortion. This is forbidden in Poland, so she confides in a girlfriend who helps her to arrange an illegal procedure. 

Following instructions, the Wife blindfolds herself and is driven by an unseen stranger to the doctor who will help her. They drive for a long time so 
that she loses her bearings and finally stop in a remote area. When she removes the blindfold the Wife discovers it is her Husband who has been 
driving her. She is betrayed. 

In a dream apartment, a cruel game begins between Husband and Wife, which no one can win. 

ALMOST HAPPY EWA  
PODGÓRSKA 
POLAND

SEBASTIAN  
WASIŃSKI 
POLAND
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2ALMOST HAPPY

Ewa Podgórska is film director, screenwriter and journalist. 

She is a graduate of the National Film School in Lodz, the University of Lodz 
and Wajda School. Her documentary debut “Diagnosis” was shown on three 
continents in many countries receiving numerous nominations and awards. 
Tadeusz Sobolewski recognized Podgórska as part of the “new wave in Polish 
cinema”, and the film was nominated for the Elbe Dock award for Best Debut 
in Central Europe. The Polish Film Academy nominated “Diagnosis” for the Orły 
2019 Award. Ewa herself received a nomination from the Polish Directors’ Guild 
for the Krzysztof Krauze Prize. She has previously directed short films shown at 
numerous international festivals. As well as practicing film-craft, Ewa has had 
articles published in the most important film magazines in Poland. She wrote a 
series of essays describing the working methods of documentary directors from 
Europe and America. In her films, Ewa Podgórska combines a modern methods 
of storytelling with deep psychologically truthful characters. A Member of 
European Film Academy. 

Screenwriter, creative director, journalist. A graduate of the Faculty 
of Journalism and Political Science at the University of Warsaw and 
screenwriting at the Academy of Film and Television in Warsaw, also the 
Annual Screenwriting Course at StoryLab.pro. Scholarship holder of the Polish 
Film Institute. Author of many advertising and marketing campaigns for the 
biggest companies in Poland. Winner of the “Creative of the year” MP Power 
Award. His debut script „There’s no other end” has been qualified for the 
Torino Film Lab scriptwriting workshops as part of Off Camera Pro Industry 
2020. Also was recognized by the Polish Film Institute, which awarded the 
author a scholarship for its development. The project is in development now 
with the producer. In his scripts author flirts with many genres, buthe’s not 
faithful to any of them. The most important thing for him is the depicted 
world, which organically influences the stories. As a good observer of reality, 
he creates dense, disturbing worlds full of metaphors referring to the 
contemporary world in crisis. 

SEBASTIAN  
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9-year-old Sara travels alone from Poland to Belgium in search of her birth mother. When she finds her, she discovers that the mother has 
started a new family. The clash between the child’s expectations and reality is incredibly painful, but Sara is nonetheless determined to fight 
for her mother’s love. 

9-year-old Sara arrives in Belgium from Poland, stowed away in the luggage of the bus. Captured by the authorities they learn that she has come to 
search for her mother (Joanna), who abruptly left Poland and has not been in contact since. When the immigration staff locate Joanna, Sara learns 
that she has a new family now. 

The subsequent clash between the child’s expectations and the harsh reality turnout to be incredibly painful, but Sara is nonetheless resolved 
to fight for her mother’s love, whatever it takes. She provokes and rages at her mother’s new family and those around her, and ends up both 
endangering herself and others. Under intense pressure, Joanna finally admits that she didindeed abandon Sara. Relieved, Sara makes her vow never 
to leave her alone again.

But Joanna is burdened by a dark secret and knows that some wounds cannot be healed. Sara remains determined though that love will finally 
prevail.

AN ENEMY MACIEJ 
SOBIESZCZAŃSKI 
POLAND 

TERESA ZOFIA  
CZEPIEC 
POLAND
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3AN ENEMY

MACIEJ 
SOBIESZCZAŃSKI 

POLAND

MACIEJ SOBIESZCZAŃSKI has many international awards to his name,  
including the Think: The Award at Berlinale 2015. His last film, THE 
RECONCILIATION, received an award in the First Look section of the Locarno 
International Film Festival and an award for best directing at the Montreal 
IFFin 2017. The script “Brother” won The XIV Krzysztof Kieślowski ScripTeast 
in 2020, and Script Wars /Mazovia Film Institution 2019/ and the Polish Film 
Institute Script Competition/2020/.

TERESA ZOFIA CZEPIEC born in Belgium, Polish film director, screenwriter 
and storyboard artist. By means of film she tells stories of people living 
in conflict between what is individual and social. Her experimental 
documentary “Superunit”, has been shown at over 90 festivals around 
the world and has won many prestigious awards. Thanks to the win at 
the “It’s All True” festival, the film was on an Oscar preliminary list and 
nominated for Cinema Eye Honors Award. She studied architecture, visual 
arts (Le Fresnoy, France) and film directing (Krzysztof Kieślowski Film School, 
Poland). Currently, she is preparing her feature film debut “An enemy” in 
Polish-Belgian co-production. 

TERESA ZOFIA  
CZEPIEC 
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Marina (33), a researcher of the mono-industrial towns, decides to live in the reality she has studied only in theory so far. But she is not aware 
how easily she can be absorbed by the object of her research.

Marina, a 33-year-old Ukrainian woman, lives in Paris and writes her PhD at Sorbonne University about mono-industrial settlements built for the 
needs of one factory. She is offered a dream job and back to her native Ukrainian monotown to make a new step in her research. She hasn’t been 
there for 25 years, but believes that her origin is a “VIP pass” for her.

There she meets Roman, an excavator driver from the iron-ore mining factory, the Kombinat. Locals know he is a grandson of the Hero of the Soviet 
Union, a soldier whose bones were recently found in the floodplains among the remnants of the II World War battle. He has orphanage background 
and criminal past, but this story makes him honoured, a decent member of the society. Marina is slowly losing her objectivity towards a charismatic 
young man. 

But the deeper she digs - the more she realizes how much the truth of this land is hidden and flooded. Her mission as a researcher is to find its 
ground zero. And when she reveals new controversial facts about the past events and soldier himself, she becomes a threat for the whole town. She 
faces a very difficult personal choice: to ruin the lifeflow of the man she’s fallen in love with or to overstep her own beliefs her, research.

GROUND ZERO ZHANNA  
OZIRNA 
UKRAINE
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4GROUND ZERO

Zhanna Ozirna is Ukrainian director and screenwriter working between 
two cities - Kyiv and Lviv. She is an alumna of 2020 Berlinale Talents. The 
development of her feature debut “Ground Zero” was supported by the 
Ukrainian Cultural Foundation. The project was presented within the 
framework of such co-production markets as Cinemart (IFFR), TIFF and Boat 
Meeting (Molodist KIFF) where received a Jury Special Mention. Her last 
short fiction film “The Adult” (2020) was presented in the special programme 
The State of a New Generation within the 2020 Internationale Kurzfilmtage 
Winterthur. During 2020 she took part in Pustnik Screenwriter’s Residence, 
Script Lab of interfilm Berlin, Terrarium Residence and a script doctoring 
educational program Script Lab Film Ave. Now Zhanna works as lecturer at 
the Ukrainian Catholic University, program coordinator of short film festivals, 
and runs her blog on film dramaturgy “All About Storytelling’’.

ZHANNA  
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The killing of a dog connects the fates of three people, and as everyone tries to avoid taking the blame events spin out of control, resulting in 
the disaster of a famous pianist’s concert, the breakdown of an apparently ideal family, and a tragic death.

After years of creative impotence and personal struggles, Pawel Weiss (50), a talented pianist, is preparing for the most important performance of his 
life. But a seemingly minor accident, when his teenage daughter runs over a dog, will disrupt his preparations – and the life of another family. 

Magda Stępińska (40) is totally absorbed by the swimming career of her 16-year-old daughter Pola but completely unaware of the secret life her 
daughter is leading. One night, Pola takes an evening off from training and sneaks out of the house for a party. While driving a scooter, she runs into 
a dead dog lying on the shoulder of the street and hits a tree. She lands in intensive care, in a coma.

The owner of the hit dog is Wojciech Wierzchowski (35). The animal escaped a few days earlier. Wierzchowski blames his father, who is staying with 
him temporarily, for letting the dog get loose. Ever since Wojciech’s childhood, father and son have been playing a constant game of rivalry. The 
fact that they are both overachieving policemen doesn’t make it easier. In an attempt to prove his father’s negligence, Wierzchowski sets out to 
investigate the accident, neglecting other duties. The consequences are tragic.

Stępinska investigates the events of the night Pola was injured and discovers the truth about her daughter. It’s far from the ideal she imagined. 
Even harder to accept is the lesson she has to learn about herself and her relationship with her husband. The accident forces them both to face an 
unresolved issue from many years ago. 

Pianist Weiss tries to protect his daughter from the burden of responsibility, both legal and emotional. But as his concert draws near the question 
arises – is he protecting her, or himself? Tangled up in a chain of secrets and lies, he will get one more chance to save his relationship with his only 
child – but that may mean losing his last chance to come back on stage. apparently ideal family, and a tragic death.

INCIDENT TOMASZ  
WOLSKI 
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5INCIDENT

Katarzyna Tybinka – is the co-writer of the award-winning second and third 
seasons of HBO’s “The Border”(Wataha, 2017-2019). Earlier, she spent 4 years 
on the writing team of one of the most successful procedural dramas 
in Poland – “Prawo Agaty” (TVN, 2012-2015), running the show for several 
seasons. Born in Cracow, she spent several years in the UK before coming 
back to Poland. She graduated from Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, 
majoring in Linguistics, and completed a Screenwriting Course at the 
Film School in Łódź. She turned to write after a career in translating, film 
journalism, and script editing. Currently lives and works in Warsaw.

Tomasz Wolski - graduated of documentary course & international program 
EKRAN+ at the Wajda School, PhD student of Film and TV Direction department 
at the Lodz Film School, participant of Berlinale Talents and Berlin Today Awards, 
scholar of Ministry Of Culture and National Heritage, lecturer at Wajda School at 
Film Preschool program, member of Society of Polish Filmmakers, Guild of Polish 
Documentary Directors and European Film Academy. Director of two shorts 
films: “Daughter” (2015) awarded at Angers Premiers Plan (Grand Prix and public 
award) and “A Problem”. The director, editor and DOP of 13 documentaries („An 
Ordinary Country” 2020, „Festival” 2017, „Doctors” 2011, „The Lucky Ones” 2009 
, „The Palace” 2012, „The Clinic” 2006 and more) awarded at Los Angeles Film 
Festival, Palm Springs Film Festival, Pampeluna - Punto de Vista, Nancy - Aye 
Aye Film Festival, Evora - FIKE, Vision du Reel, Flickerfest International Short Film 
Festival, Bydgoszcz - Camerimage, Krakow Film Festival, Wroclaw New Horizons, 
Docs Against Gravity Film Festival. 

KATARZYNA  
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After a Syrian refugee couple’s baby is shot dead during their journey to Poland, the grieving parents plan a macabre suicide pact, but the 
fates intervene. 

Dalia, Nadim, and their baby, Rima, are being illegally smuggled into Poland from Syria, but in a shoot-out, Rima is shot dead in her mother’s arms.

Days later Dalia and Nadim are in a Warsaw Refugee Centre and Rima’s first birthday is approaching. They want to celebrate the event with a 
surrogate, and Dalia’s sister allows them to ‘borrow’ her baby, named Jasmina, out of compassion. 

In the city with Jasmina, they rent a car and manage to illegally acquire a gun through Robert, a security guard at the Centre. Now their true plan 
is revealed: after the celebration of Rima’s first birthday, they’ll return Jasmina to the sister and then kill themselves. They want to die as Rima did – 
from a gunshot. 

As they wait for a birthday cake to be prepared, an incident with hooligans leads to Dalia and Nadim becoming terrorist suspects. With the police 
trying to track them down they are still determined to continue with their suicide pact. But the police are already at the Refugee Centre so they can’t 
return Jasmina to her mother. During a failed attempt to dump the baby in a hospital, Dalia suffers a panic attack and fears for Jasmina’s safety.

After this, Nadim has a change of heart. He wants to surrender. Dalia refuses. They made a promise - to die as Rima had died. ONLY THEN CAN RIMA 
FORGIVE THEM. But what about Jasmina? Dalia wants to use the gun to force Robert to take the baby back to her mother, while she and Nadim 
keep his family hostage. It’s the only way Dalia, in her traumatized state, can be sure of Jasmina’s safe return to her sister. Unable to make her change 
her mind, Nadim concedes, and they approach Robert’s family home with the gun, but Dalia is in for a surprise.

LEARN TO CRY DENIJAL  
HASANOVIĆ 
POLAND
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6LEARN TO CRY

Born in Bosnia, Denijal Hasanović is a film director and screenwriter. He 
left his home country due to the war, eventually traveling to Poland where 
he lives since then. He completed an MA in film directing from the Polish 
National Film School in Lodz. His graduation film ‘List’ aka “The Letter”, had 
its premiere at the 52nd Berlinale and was awarded the CIVISEUROPE award 
in Brussels for Best European Fiction. “The Letter” won numerous awards 
both at home and abroad. It has been sold worldwide. His debut feature film 
“Catalina” was screened in competition sections at 33rd Warsaw IFF and 
22nd Sofia IFF. At Eurocine 2018 in Colombia “Catalina” was awarded Premio 
Pelicula de Verdad for Best Film. „Learn to cry”’ is his second feature film.

DENIJAL  
HASANOVIĆ 
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It is 1935. The former cinema and theater star Marija Leiko goes to the Soviet Union to take over the care of her recently born granddaughter, 
whose mother has died in childbirth. 

The way back to Latvia leads through Moscow where her former Latvian friends, former revolutionaries of 1905, now commissars of the Stalinist 
regime, talk her into staying in Moscow for one season to perform with the Latvian theater Skatuve (Stage). Leiko is ready to once again experience 
the working atmosphere of the theatre and the devotion of the audience, yet soon enough she becomes aware of the schizophrenic and violent 
character or the regime under its “new life” façade. Leonīds Zakovskis, a Latvian, deputy of the head of the NKVD, becomes her admirer and romantic 
suitor. A year later, as the NKVD- organized “Latvian Operation” begins, Zakovskis is put in charge of it.

Should the famous actress admit to anti-Soviet activities, it would be proof positive to Latvian disloyalty to the regime. Albeit in the dark about the 
fate of her granddaughter, who has been kidnapped by the NKVD, Leiko cannot betray her ideals and admit to “crimes” she has not committed. 
She is forced to play her life’s most tragic role – an innocent victim destroyed, along with her fellow actors and thousands of other Latvians, by the 
murderous regime.

MARIA’S SILENCE DAVIS  
SIMANIS 
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7MARIA’S SILENCE

Director and scriptwriter Davis Simanis, PhD Arts, is a Latvian filmmaker 
and theorist. He has directed historical feeatur films, number of poetic 
documentary films as well as cross-genre features that have participated 
in various major festivals. His docu-fiction “Escaping Riga” (2014) premiered 
internationally at IDFA 2014 and is still screened at documentary film 
festivals worldwide. “Escaping Riga” tells a story of two world-class 20th 
century geniuses, the British philosopher Sir Isaiah Berlin and the Russian 
film director Sergei Eisenstein. Previously received Award for the Best Debut 
(Version. LNO, 2006) and FIPRESCI Award (“Valkyrie Limited”, 2009) at the 
Latvian National Film Festival Lielais Kristaps and Grand Prix Award at the 
Vilnius Documentary Film Festival (“The Chronicles of the Last Temple”, 2013). 

DAVIS  
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A young immigrant teacher, struggling to survive in a rough school, meets one child in desperate need for help. She faces a choice  
– to act and suffer unknown consequences, or to stand by and let the gears of the system grind?

Ola vel Miss Kebab is a Polish girl who recently arrived in England and started working at a high school in a rough area of Leeds. She struggles to 
adapt, as her experience as a teacher in Poland has not prepared her for the challenges she faces - poverty, parental neglect, drug and alcohol use 
and exploitation. She has a hard time connecting to her students, who got ‘lumped’ with her as they are all considered hopeless cases - aggressive, 
defiant and riddled with personal and psychological issues. 

When Ofsted visit is announced, the principal (Chicken) assigns Miss Kebab and her class the task of preparing a Christmas play - seemingly to 
give her a chance of proving herself, but really to keep the most troublesome students out of Ofsted’s way. As the class starts to work together, the 
students and Miss Kebab start to form a bond and she discovers what really lies behind the kids’ challenging behaviour - Vaneska grows up watching 
her mother earn a living from prostitution and struggles with her feelings for tomboy Gileta, Liam looks after his mum who is addicted to drugs, 
preagnant Katie struggles to accept motherhood. Then a new student (Rosa) arrives, and Miss Kebab can’t shake the feeling something is really 
wrong. Rosa is withdrawn and seems scared, strange men turn up to pick her up after school, and a sinister uncle keeps looming in the background. 
Miss Kebab embarks on a mission to investigate the situation, but is faced with dismissal, ridicule or indifference. She decides to folow her hunch 
and notifies Social Services. 

On the day of the Christmas show, Rosa does not show up. Miss Kebab goes to her house, only to find it empty - the family disappeared in the night. 
The class is not allowed to perform and is instead sent away on a trip to a Theme Park. Miss Kebab, still reeling from Rosa’s disappearence, confronts 
Chicken and is threatened with dismissal. The class arrives at a Theme Park which turns out to be closed, and children wander round the deserted 
space in a half-dreamy state. The class decides to still perform their play after school for the benefit of the parents. Hardly anybody turns up, but 
everybody has found some sort of inner peace - Katie and Liam are now caring together for Katie’s baby, Vaneska accepts Gileta’s rejection and 
is able to form a friendship with her, and Miss Kebab is comforted in knowing that even though she wasn’t able to help Rosa, she has taken a stand 
in the face of injustice.

MS. KEBAB NATALIA  
KORYNCKA GRUZ 
POLAND
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8MS. KEBAB

Director, producer, screenwriter Natalia Koryncka-Gruz has a degree in Polish 
Philology from Warsaw University and Film Directing from the Film School 
in Łódz. For her graduation film ,„1-1“ received 18 awards at international film 
festivals, including the Grand Prix Bilbao, 5 Prizes Oberhausen, Special Award-
Turin, and many others. She is an author of many documentaries, including 
„A Short Film About Krzysztof Kieślowski“ ,„Zbig“ about Zbigniew Rybczyński, 
and TV plays ( i. a .„Inka1946“ ,„The Little Prince“ ,„Gameoflies“ ,„Thieves of 
Bread“). For her feature film „Amok“ she received the Best Debut Award at 
the Film Festival in Gdynia. „Amok“ was screened in the competition film 
festival in Karlove Vary. For the feature „Heaven-Hell“ was awarded by the 
Programming Council of TVP at Film Festival in Gdynia and in Houston Film 
Festival. In competition Monte Carlo FF. Her feature „Warsaw by Night“ was 
shown at many international film festivals, was awarded for best music score 
at Polish FF Los Angeles. „A Minor Genocide“ – adocumentary- animation 
film had a world premiere at Kraków Film Festival, an international premiere 
at Triest Film Festivalwas awarded Silver Prize at New York Filmand Tv Film 
Festival, Accolade Global Film Festival, and Calcutta Film Festival. 

English teacher, interpreter, and writer. Grew up in Kozy in the south of Poland, 
since 2008 living and working in Leeds, West Yorkshire. Worked as a teacher, 
Public Service Interpreter, and translator for the Police, Social Services, and the 
Ministry of Justice. Received two Chartered Institute of Linguistics awards. Her 
debut novel ‘Miss Kebab’ was published in Poland in 2018. Currently works as 
a Specialist Study Skills Tutor, providing support for University students with 
Specific Learning Difficulties such as dyslexia and dyspraxia.
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The last city left on Earth, encircled by a malevolent forest inhabited by a creature that feeds off human sacrifices. Population is strictly 
controlled in The City and death is the penalty for breaking the rules. Matylda discovers that she is pregnant after an awkward one-night 
stand with Vincent, forcing them to flee the absurdly overpopulated city into the forest. 

An ecological black comedy. Humanity is reduced to the last city left on Earth, absurdly overpopulated, the size of Manhattan. It is completely 
encircled by a malevolent forest inhabited by a mysterious creature that feeds off human sacrifices. In order for The City to survive, it adheres to 
grotesquely strict rules. Once you reach the age of 65 you will be sacrificed, there is no room for old people. Suicide, also known as Self-Sacrifice, is a 
highly praised act rewarded with cigarettes, a true rarity, to the family of the deceased. There is a strict one-child policy, anyone who breaks this rule 
is banished.

Matylda (32), a shy and lonely government worker searching for connection unexpectedly falls pregnant after an awkward one-night stand with 
Vincent (31). Vincent is an adorable yet paranoid propaganda artist who works in the higher ranks of The City and is convinced that the creature is a 
government hoax. In order to avoid punishment for falling pregnant with her second child, Matylda is forced to confront her situation and question 
the value of life. Pursued by the authorities, Matylda and Vincent decide to escape The City and risk entering the mysterious forest that surrounds it. 
As they cross the border into the unknown they are confronted by the much anticipated creature, who reveals the true nature of their world to them.

THE BORDER YVETTE  
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9THE BORDER 

Yvette Underwood graduated from the National Art School studying 
Fine Arts, majoring in Printmaking. Coming from a fashion background, 
she achieved a full scholarship to Parsons Design School in NYC before 
moving in to film media. Yvette worked on many short films and music 
videos in alternating roles of production designer, costumes, producer, 
and script supervisor; including “Dots” dir. Eryk Lenartowicz, which had it’s 
World Premiere at the Cannes Film Festival in 2018 (Cinéfondation). Since 
then Yvette has independently been working as a writer, developing “The 
Twelve”, a high-end television series based in Australia as well as feature film 
“TheBorder”, which was selected to the Torino Film Lab in 2019 and received 
development funding from Screen Australia. Yvette currently resides in 
Sydney, Australia. 

Eryk Lenartowicz, born 1993, is a Polish/Australian filmmaker. A graduate of 
two film schools, Eryk holds a directing diploma from the Gdynia Film School 
(Poland) and an MA in film directing and screenwriting at the Australian Film, 
Television and Radio School (AFTRS). Having been engaged in the theatre from a 
young age, Eryk takes on an unordinary and interdisciplinary approach to films. 
His previous short films have screened at numerous international film festivals, 
his latest short “Dots” had its world premiere at the Cannes Film Festival 
(Cinéfondation). Eryk is currently developing several projects, including his debut 
feature film “The Border”, supported by Screen Australia and selected to the 
TorinoFilmLab Next and ScripTeast. A member of the Polish Film Academy and 
the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts. 
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After encountering an apparition, Erna (15), a shy and introspective teenage girl is forced by her mother to conduct séances and soon 
becomes the main attraction of the 1908 Breslau bourgeoisie. Erna’s rise to fame has dramatic consequences for herself, her family and 
community.

Wroclaw/Breslau, 1908. During a family dinner at the wealthy Eltzner house, daughter ERNA (15) sees an apparition of her dead grandfather and 
faints. When her mother, NINA, finds out what happened, she believes that Erna has psychic powers and with the help of the occultist Walter 
Frommer, convinces Erna to lead séances for invited guests. Erna’s world changes suddenly and she soon finds herself acting as an intermediary 
between a realm of apparitions and the real one around her. Erna shies from the spotlight and would like to quit, but all the adults want to exploit 
her “gift”: her mother, a former actress, to gain popularity; her mother’s friend Mrs. Schatzmann to find a lost treasure hidden by her dead husband; 
ARTUR, Mrs. Schatzmann’s son, a student of psychology, to study Erna’s case and complete his dissertation; Frommer, to defeat his competitors, the 
“laboratory shamans” who mock his work. When Artur betrays Erna’s trust, the situation spirals out of control. She is helpless to stop the adults from 
exploiting her talent to pursue their desires. It is Erna’s siblings who unexpectedly help to free her before it’s too late.

THE CASE OF E.E. MAJA  
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10THE CASE OF E.E. 

Screenwriter and story consultant, based in Munich where 
she studied French and American Literature and Film 
Criticism. As a story consultant, Sandra has worked on 
various documentaries, shorts, and feature films, such as 
the award-winning “Lucky Seven” by Claudia Heindel (Gold 
Mikeldi Bilbao). Since 2019, she is also developing TV series as 
a story consultant for Bon Voyage Films in Berlin/Hamburg. 
The show “Tagebuch eines Uber-Fahrers” (director: Julian 
Pörksen) that she consulted premiered 2020 on Joyn. As 
a screenwriter, Sandra has a focus on literary adaptations 
and stories that cross borders. In 2017, she delivered her first 
screenplay for a feature film: “The Lecture” is a political thriller, 
based on a short story by Nobel prize-winning novelist Olga 
Tokarczuk. With this screenplay, that Sandra co-wrote with 
director Kasia Adamik (“Spoor”) she participated in the 2018 
edition of Scripteast and received the Special Mention of the 
Krzysztof Kieślowksi ScripTeast Award. The project received 
funding from the Polish Film Institute and the German Polish 
film fund in 2020 and is now in financing as an international 
co-production between Poland, UK, Germany and Sweden.

After getting a master’s degree in Ancient Near 
Eastern Studies and Egyptology in Italy, Maja 
Costa studied screenwriting at the German Film 
and Television Academy in Berlin (dffb) and is, as a 
scholarship holder from SKY Italia, an Alumna of the 
prestigious international TV Showrunner Incubator 
Serial Eyes (dffb, London Film School, National Film 
School of Denmark). She collaborated with many 
European production companies, like Palomar 
(“Piranhas”) and Komplizen Film (“Toni Erdmann”), 
and works as a trilingual freelance screenwriter/
director (English, Italian and German). In 2018 and 
2020 two of the series she developed in writers’ 
room for BR and NETFLIX have been awarded with 
the prestigious German award Grimme Preis. Her 
favorite genres include Mystery/Thriller, Historical 
Family Drama and Romantic Sci-Fi. 

Paweł Grajnert is an award-winning writer and 
filmmaker whose films have premiered at the Venice 
Film Festival, the Whitney Museum of American 
Art, and the Gdynia National Film Festival in Poland. 
He holds an MFA in film directing from Columbia 
University New York, where he was awarded the 
prestigious Alfred P. Sloan Foundation prize for 
excellence in science-focused screenwriting. His 
writing has also been recognized by the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Nicholl Fellowships 
in Screenwriting Competition; the Polish International 
Film Festival; and the State of Illinois - from whom 
he received the honor of a Literary Arts Award. 
Recently, a film he directed was awarded the best 
experimental film award at the Kinomorphia Film 
Festival in Sofia, Bulgaria. Founder of the Seattle 
Poetry Slam, his poems, short dramatic works, and 
stories have been published internationally. 
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In the summer holidays, Peter (9) has to confront the reality that his beloved grandpa is fading away. Supported by his friends, Peter stumbles 
on a magical gate to the Afterlife guarded by a ghost, and in confronting the challenges there, he comes to accept that Grandpa’s time is 
nearly over.

Peter, a precocious boy of 9, loves nothing more than to spend his summer breaks at his grandparents’ house. Unfortunately, soon after his arrival, 
Peter notices something suspicious: Grandpa goes to bed too early, easily tires and talks less than usual. Grandpa senses Peter’s unease and prepares 
a riddle in rhyme, hoping it will help him overcome his fears. Peter, along with his summertime friends, set out to solve the riddle.

The riddle takes Peter to an abandoned building and a woman whom many call “The Witch”. She gives him a box of candy in different colors and 
after Peter takes a RED candy, he is transported to a mystical place with a black Gate. The Gate is calling the name “Peter”. He tries to peek inside, 
but the ghost of a boy stops them.

Peter realizes that the Gate might be a portal to the Afterlife and maybe it was calling his grandfather, also named Peter. He decides to close the 
Gate before his grandfather’s condition gets worse. 

The kids learn that the ghost boy’s name was Todor and that he lived in an orphanage nearby some decades ago. They manage to steal some candy 
from the Witch’s apartment and start preparing for a battle with Todor.

 When they get to the Gate again, the kids have to overcome various magical obstacles and confront Todor himself. They manage to defeat him and 
Peter closes the Gate. Sadly, when Peter gets back home, he finds out that his grandpa’s condition has worsened.

Peter goes to “The Witch” for answers. After speaking to her, he realizes that closing the Gate might have been a mistake. Peter opens the Gate again 
and helps the boy ghost Todor to go through it. On the next day, Peter summons the strength to say goodbye to his Grandfather, hoping they will be 
together again in his next adventure.

THE ELEVATOR MIGLENA 
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11THE ELEVATOR 

Miglena Dimova is a Bulgarian Scriptwriter and Script Supervisor. She was born 
June 15, 1984 in Dobrich, Bulgaria. She has a bachelor degree in Acting and a 
master‘s degree in Directing from New Bulgarian University. Her thesis film is 
called “Carousel” (2016).

Miglena Dimava-Kumitski is the creator of the TV show “The Challenge”. 
She has also written several short films: “The blue zone”(2012), “Pause”(2014), 
“Carousel” (2016), “Insomnia”(2018), and has been part of the writing staff of the 
TV Series “Stolen life” (2016). In 2017, Miglena won government funding from 
the National Film Center to write the screenplay for her project “Mother”.

She has won several awards: Best short screenplay of Festival of Theatre and 
Film Arts “Nevena Kokanova” for the short film “Pause” in 2014; special diploma 
of Summer Scriptwriting Base, Gabrovci in 2016 and special diploma of 
Summer Scriptwriting Base, Bozhentsi in 2017 and 2018. 

In 2018 the project “MOTHER” is selected for the 13th edition of ScripTeast 
Workshops. In 2019 the project “MOTHER” is selected for Sofia Meetings. In 
2019 the project “MOTHER” won government funding for realisation from the 
National Film Center. In 2020 Miglena won government funding from the 
National Film Center to write the screenplay for her project “The Elevator”

Aleksandar Spasov is a Bulgarian screenwriter. He has a BA in Screenwriting 
from Chapman University, CA. In 2011, he became part of the writing staff of 
the TV series “Undercover. He worked on season two, three and four. In 2013, 
he joined the writing staff of the TV series “The fourth estate” to help finish 
the season. He has written the last three episodes of the season.

Since 2015, Aleksandar is part of the writing staff of the TV series “Stolen life”. 
The series is currently in its 10th season. In 2017, Aleksandar helped with the 
production of a documentary “Invisible strings”, which later won the PLANET 
award at the 2018 Barcelona International Environmental Film Festival (FICMA). 
He also shares the “best TV script” award from the Bulgaria Film Academy, for 
his work in “The Fourth Estate” (2014), with the rest of the writing staff. In 2018, 
the writing staff of the TV series “Stole life” won the “best TV script” award on 
MEDIAMIXX. In 2020, Aleksandar won government funding from the National 
Film Center to write the screenplay for his project “The Elevator”

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND: Writer – TV series “Stolen life”; 2015 – Writer – 
documentary film “Invisible strings”; 2017 Writer – TV series “The Fourth Estate”; 
2013 Writer – TV series “Undercover”; 2011-2014 Intern – TV show “Fifth Avenue”; 
2010 Story editor – Side Effect; 2010 Writer – At the Water’s Edge; 2010
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After social services threatens to take her little sister away, a beautiful girl from a poor family gets the money to save her by becoming a front 
for a local gangster.

Nikola has ambitions of living on her own, but when the social services office threatens to take her little sister Ema away because their father Jozef 
is an alcoholic, Nikola puts these ambitions aside and starts providing for the whole family. The region is jobless, but with her looks and wits, she 
manages to grab the attention of Antonino, a local Italian gangster. She becomes a dummy owner for one of his companies, or in local parlance: his 
“white mare”. 

With the steady income, things at home improve and Jozef tries to stop drinking. But under Antonino’s influence, Nikola becomes hardened. After 
a conflict over Jozef’s alcoholism, she moves out, leaving her father and sister on their own. Nikola gets an apartment and starts fully working with 
Antonino, finally fulfilling her ambitions of a more independent, financially stable lifestyle. But when she returns home to visit Ema, she discovers 
that social services have removed her sister to foster care. Nikola realizes she wants Ema with her more than anything, but in order to re-claim 
her from the system she will have to gain custody. For this Nikola needs to show proof of legal employment at the upcoming custody hearing. 
But Antonino, who has become Nikola’s lover, doesn’t want her to split her attentions. He forbids her from finding a job and quitting his dummy 
company.

Nikola doesn’t give up. She secretly gets a job and steals money from Antonino. This puts the police on her trail. Nikola has everything ready for the 
hearing - when the cops show up. Antonino refuses to help unless she personally oversees one last deal for him; a dangerous job that – if she gets 
caught - could send her to prison for years. 

The only one who can help is her father. Jozef grabs the opportunity to redeem himself. With his help, Nikola manages to avoid the police and satisfy 
Antonino. Antonino allows her to quit the dummy company and their romance ends. But now, Nikola has a police investigation connected with her 
name which makes her unfit to be Ema’s guardian. It looks hopeless for Nikola, but in a final twist, Antonino bribes the judge and she is awarded 
custody after all.

Nikola and Ema return home together and give their father one last chance.
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12THE WHITE MARE 

TEODOR  
KUHN 
SLOVAKIA

Teodor is a director and a screenwriter. He graduated from VŠMU Bratislava 
where he was also briefly teaching during his PhD. His short films won several 
awards and his debut feature By a Sharp Knife was premiered at Shanghai 
IFF and awarded Best Directing at Cottbus. Apart from being a filmmaker, 
Teodor is involved in an environmental NGO and also leads an NGO that 
builds concrete skateparks. For fun, he does concrete construction work and 
shoots commercials.
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HEADS OF STUDIES

Christian is a script analyst and film consultant based in Catalonia, Spain. 
From there he works for various filmmakers,  state institutions, and training 
programs.For the past 13 years he has been co-head of studies of the Creative 
Europe  supported development scheme SCRIPTEAST, with events in Poland, 
Berlin, and Cannes, serving Eastern European  filmmakers.Recently he 
has also been working with national funding agencies in Eastern Europe, 
with workshops in the  Czech Republic, Slovenia, Macedonia, Georgia, 
Romania, Greece, Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia. For 15 years he was  a tutor 
at the Binger Film Lab in Amsterdam, and in 2012, he initiated the first 
HEZAYAH screenwriting workshops in  Qatar.From its inception in 2008 
until 2012 he was head of studies of a European film school initiative called 
FOUR  CORNERS. Before that that he held the same post at the PILOTS TV 
workshops in Sitges, Spain. In 2006, Christian was  the co-author of a book 
called ‘Script Development’.Before moving to Spain in 2000 from his native 
London, he was  head of selection at the MEDIA Programme’s European 
Script Fund and EMDA, in London, from 1989 until 1998. Whilst  there he 
helped support hundreds of European films and companies, including ‘Toto 
le Hero’, ‘Orlando’, ‘Breaking the  Waves’, and ‘Elizabeth’.Prior to that he had 
been a film buyer and development executive with Thorn-EMI, Cannon UK,  
and Red Rooster Films.
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HEADS OF STUDIES

Tom Abrams is an award-winning screenwriter and director whose work 
has been recognized in both the United  States and Europe, including an 
Academy Award Nomination, an Emmy Award, and prizes at the Berlin, 
Cannes,  Montreal and Karlovy Vary Film Festivals. A working screenwriter 
for more than 25 years, Tom has written for Warner  Bros., 20th Century Fox, 
New Line Cinema, and Universal Pictures, among others.His most recently 
produced projects  are the horror film NAILS, for Fantastic Films in Ireland 
(2017), and the award-winning historical drama THE ETERNAL  ROAD for 
Mattila Productions in Finland (2017). Tom was a founding tutor for North By  
Northwest (1996-2006) the  European feature film development workshop, 
and has been Co-Head of Studies for ScripTeast since 2007. Tom is a  tenured 
professor in the John Wells Division of Writing for Film & Television at 
the University of Southern California’s  School of Cinematic Arts and is an 
international script consultant who’s worked in 18 countries around the world.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

In 2002 after earning the EMAM – European Master in Audiovisual 
Management from Media Programme, she worked  in the development 
department of CATTLEYA, one of the most important Italian independent 
production companies  and worked for UNIVERSAL NETWORKS, the 
thematic cinema channel of the film studio.In 2003 she moved to  Germany 
to work for the international distributor MEDIA LUNA ENTERTAINMENT, first 
as Festival and Marketing  Manager and then in the sales and acquisition 
department.In 2006 her work in sales led her to deepen her  knowledge 
of the market by working with buyers. She moved to Milan to work for SKY 
ITALIA as an Editorial  coordinator of cinema channels. At Sky, she worked 
with the content selection team.In 2009 she moved back to Rome  in order 
to work for MGM NETWORKS, the cinema channel of the METRO-GOLDWYN-
MAYER, where she was in charge  of acquisition, strategic programming, 
and promotion. In 2010 she managed the channel.In 2013, she decided to  
merge her two skills in sales and broadcasting and founded COCCINELLE 
FILM SALES, a world sales company that  launched a revolutionary sales 
business model producer-friendly that does not bind the films to distribution 
contracts  for years and that gives the producers the financial control. 
Coccinelle’s films travel to worldwide festivals and are  theatrically released 
in several territories. The last acquisition has been Cat in the Wall (Bulgaria/
UK/France) by Mina Mileva and Vesela Kazakova, premiered in Locarno 
2019 selected at many festivals (to name a few Black Night,  Moscow, SXSW, 
Valladolid) and awarded in a bunch of events (included Fipresci @Warsaw 
FF, Best Bulgarian Film at  Sofia and now running for EFA nominations).
Francesca is a European Film Academy member.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

His experience in the film industry ranges from production assistant in 
Superprod (White Fang), programming in SND  (Twilight, Now You See 
Me), international marketing in Wild Bunch (Blue is the warmest color, 
Welcome To New York),  6 years in Memento Films International (Sales 
Executive, then VP Sales & Marketing and now Head Of Sales). In  Memento 
Films International he worked with authors such as Asghar Farhadi, Luca 
Guadagnino, Małgorzata  Szumowska, Cate Shortland, Ben & Josh Safdie, 
Diao Yinan, Wash Westmoreland, Julie Bertuccelli, Martin Provost,  Xavier 
Giannoli.MATHIEU  
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

Rumle Hammerich has been working as a professional filmmaker for the last 
40 years. Directing, producing and  writing feature films, tv series, mini-series, 
commercials and short films mainly in Denmark and Sweden. He has won  
numerous prizes, an International Emmy Award and others.In 1994 Rumle 
became head of the Drama department at  Danish National Television. He 
conducted a change of both production culture and the narrative of danish 
tv-series,  and this opened for a new generation of filmmakers in television. 
At the same time, he participated in the  development of tv-series like Taxi 
and Unit One.In 2000 he became head of the feature film department at  
Nordiskfilm. The department developed a successful low budget concept: 
Directors Cut and produced tv-series as  Defence.Since 2005 Rumle has been 
directing feature films (Headhunter, Young Andersen) and tv-series. (Borgen, 
The  Eagle, Broen) This in combination with teaching the directing- and 
scriptwriting students at the national Danish and  Norweigan film school.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

After a master’s degree in political science and media management and 
a one-year internship at the San Francisco  Film Society, After a master’s 
degree in political science and media management, and a one-year 
internship at the  San Francisco Film Society, Clémence Lavigne studied  
film distribution at France’s La Femis Film School where she  wrote an essay 
on film sales and financing which eventually led her to start working as a 
sales agent for Celluloid  Dreams in 2016. Then, in 2017, she won the Cinando 
Best Sellers Contest Award during the Cannes Film Market. She  joined Doc 
& Film International in January 2018 as the Acquisition and Sales Manager 
of the cinema department. In  October 2019, Doc & Film International was 
bought out by distribution company Jour2Fête. Clémence Lavigne  became 
co-head of sales and acquisitions for the newly born sales company:  
The Party Film Sales.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

Lori Lozinski is a Producer, Director and a Writer based in Vancouver that focuses on female 
narratives. Recent films  include the Canada/Norway Co-Produced feature film The Body 
Remembers When the World Broke Open that had its  World Premiere at the 2019 Berlin 
International Film Festival, was acquired by Ava DuVernay’s distribution company,  Array 
Releasing; is the 2019 winner of the TFCA’s Rogers Best Canadian Film Award, and won 
Achievement in Direction,  Original Screenplay and Achievement in Cinematography at 
the 2020 Canadian Screen Awards.The Pilgrimage, a short  documentary that Lori directed 
and produced for CBC Digital that premiered in spring of 2020; and she produced the  
documentary Retake that premiered on CBC Digital in the fall of 2018. In 2017, she Executive 
Produced the feature film  Never Steady, Never Still written & directed by Kathleen Hepburn 
that premiered at the 2017 Toronto International Film  Festival and was nominated for eight 
Canadian Screen Awards including Best Film. Lori also Produced the feature film  Once 
There Was A Winter that premiered at the 2017 Vancouver International Film Festival.Past 
productions include the  CSA nominated CBC Kids series Scout & The Gumboot Kids that is 
a combination of stop motion, illustration and live  action. In 2014, she produced the short film 
Intemperance, and Executive Produced the short documentary Bihttos that  was selected 
as a TIFF Top Ten Short Film. Additional productions include Season 1 of the 26-episode 
animated series,  Packages from Planet X for DHX Media, Disney XD and Teletoon; Season 1 of 
the 13-part lifestyle series Eat St. for The  Food Network, the live action feature film Sheltered 
Life and the 13-part animated series PUCCA for Studio B Productions  and Jetix UK. In 2006, 
she Associate Produced the TV Movie LUNA: Spirit of the Whale for CTV, APTN and Peace Arch  
Entertainment and the feature length drama The Score, a musical adaptation of the award-
winning play by Vancouver’s  Electric Company Theatre for CBC’s Opening Night.Lori has also 
produced numerous short films including Genie award-  winning Savage; TIFF Top 10 Bihttoš; 
and Intemperance.She is an alumnus of Norman Jewison’s Canadian Film Centre, the  2016 Trans 
Atlantic Co-Production Program, the 2012 Women In The Director’s Chair, the 2009 Rotterdam 
Lab and was  an Established Producer nominee for the 2019 CMPA Idiescreen Awards.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

David Magee is an American screenwriter whose first film, “Finding 
Neverland,” directed by Marc Forster and starring  Johnny Depp and Kate 
Winslet, was nominated for seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture 
and Best Adapted  Screenplay. David’s script received numerous other 
award nominations, including ones for the Golden Globe and the  BAFTAs.
His adaptation of the novel “Life of Pi,” directed by Ang Lee, was nominated 
for eleven Academy Awards,  including those for Best Picture and Best 
Adapted Screenplay. Along with numerous other honors, the film was named  
by the American Film Institute (AFI) one of the Best Films of the Year and 
David was nominated for his second BAFTA  and named UCLA’s Screenwriter 
of the Year.David went on to write the Disney film musical “Mary Poppins 
Returns,”  directed by Rob Marshall and starring Emily Blunt and Lin-Manuel 
Miranda, which also received an Academy Award  for Best Picture and was 
named one of AFI’s Best Films of the Year, and David won the Humanitas 
Prize for Best Family  Film.Most recently, he has written the screenplay for 
a live action adaptation of Disney’s “The Little Mermaid,” also  directed by 
Rob Marshall, which is currently in production.Other upcoming projects 
of David’s which have been  announced include “Lady Chatterley’s Lover,” 
directed by Laure Clermont-Tonnerre; “School For Good and Evil,”  directed 
by Paul Fieg; “The Tiger’s Apprentice,” an animated film directed by Carlos 
Baena; and the film musical  “Hans,” written with the composer Stephen 
Schwartz (“Wicked”).
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

Lee Magiday founded Sleeper Films to build a strong independent film & tv 
slate with compelling and resonant  stories. Lee was a producer on Yorgos 
Lanthimos’ multi-award winning The Favourite starring Olivia Colman, Emma  
Stone and Rachel Weisz. The film received 10 Academy Award nominations, 
with Olivia Colman winning an Oscar for  Best Actress. The Favourite won 
7 BAFTAs and 10 BIFAs as well as the Silver Lion Grand Jury Prize and Best 
Actress  Volpi Cup award at the Venice Film Festival.Previously, Lee produced 
The Lobster which starred Colin Farrell and  Rachel Weisz. The film won 
the Jury Prize at the Cannes Film Festival, a Golden Globe nomination for 
Colin Farrell  and an Oscar nomination for best screenplay. Lee was an 
Associate Producer on the box office hit The Guard,  directed by John Michael 
McDonagh starring Brendan Gleeson and Don Cheadle.Lee’s prior experience 
has included  heading up Focus Features’ European offices as VP Acquisitions 
& Production; Director of Acquisitions at PolyGram  Filmed Entertainment 
and Universal Pictures International and as a Producer for Element Pictures, 
initially setting up  their London offices in 2006. Lee consults for various 
bodies including the BFI, NFTS, Film City Futures in Scotland and  the BIFAs; 
and sits on the Advisory Board for OKRE.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

As Film Funding Executive at Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg Brigitta 
evaluates national and international film  projects in all stages and is the 
point of contact for film professionals from Eastern European countries.
For several  years she has been a Jury Member of the New German Film 
Board Foundation, she was appointed as an expert for  EAVE European 
Producers Workshop and into numerous national & int’l Jurys. As a trained 
script consultant, she has  released a widely accepted industry standard 
of a reader’s report and teaches in workshops, also  internationally.Brigitta 
Manthey is a Member of the European Film Academy.Previously, Brigitta 
was Head of the Film  Department at the main Literary Center Berlin; 
freelancer at the Drama-Department of the Main Berlin TV-  broadcaster, 
and a producer of documentaries. She holds an M.A. in American Literature,  
Film & Theatrical Science  from her studies in Berlin and the US.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

After having studied law, political sciences at Sc-Po Paris, Yves Marmion 
got into the National School of  Administration ENA and started a career 
as a civil servant in the Ministry of culture for 10 years, acting particularly as  
general secretary and then Head of cinema and international affairs at the 
French national center of cinema CNC.In  1991, he joined the French cinema 
group UGC (exhibitor, distributor, producer) and started his career as in 
house  producer for this company.He produced and co-produced more than 
30 films, among which: Arizona Dream by Emir  Kusturica, Shanghai Triad by 
Zang Yimou, East West by Regis Wargnier, Titanic Chambermaid by Bigas 
Luna, Un  Secret by Claude Miller, Summer Things by Michel Blanc, Council 
of Stones by Guillaume Nicloux, I loved You So Long  by Philippe Claudel, 
Vetos by Julie Manoukian.He got a Bafta and a Cesar best first film for I loved 
You So Long and  a nomination at the Oscar for the best foreign film for East 
West.He chaired the EFA for 6 years and is one of the co-  founders of the 
European Producers Club.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

David Matamoros has a Law and Marketing degree. He began directing and 
writing the daily news program  Fotogramas for a private broadcaster. He 
got involved in animation, where he managed coproductions, script  analysis, 
marketing and selling in international markets where he’s been present 
regularly. He also collaboratesfor  CARTOON as consultant since 2007 and 
associate professor at Pompeu Fabra University. He has also collaborated  
with CREATIVE EUROPE  in several occasions. After three years working 
for Pub institution Catalan Films and TV, in  charge of coproductions and 
market research, he exec produced 3 award winning films. Then reaches 
an alliance  with Lars Von Trier’s Zentropa, to open an outlet in Spain.Since 
2009, he’s produced 2 TV series and over 10  features, such as TASTING MENU, 
VULCANIA, EVOLUTION, THE YEAR OF THE PLAGUE, and has collaborated in 
the  production of THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT by Lars Von Trier.He’s also 
helped on the Hollywood Academy Award for  Susanne’s Bier Oscar winner 
“In a Better World”, “A Royal Affair” and Vintemberg’s “The Hunt”. 

After shootinghis  first shortfilm as director WHAT WE LEAVE BEHIND, he’s 
in prep of ISAAC (his debut as director of a feature film)  and two animation 
features, among others. He’s been named Producer on the Move in Cannes 
2012 and  participates in the Toronto Lab 13. He’s been coordinating the 
ESCAC Master on Marketing and Cinematographic  Distribution for 7 years, 
and collaborates with other educational institutions in Spain and abroad, 
such as Script  East and the Media Business School, in subjects related with 
production, distribution, marketing and pitching. He’s  a member of the 
European Film Academy and Spanish Film Academy and has co-written 
a book on Marketing and  Distribution in Cinema.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

Clémence Michalon is an international sales agent with a Master’s degree 
from the Lyon Institute of Political Studies  and a Specialized Master’s in 
Media Management from ESCP Business School. She joined the international 
sales  department at Jour2Fête back in 2016 as festival manager before taking 
over for TV and VOD sales. Since the  Jour2Fête / Doc & Film International 
merger, she has been in charge of international sales for the newly-founded  
company: The Party Film Sales.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

Jan Miller is an international consultant and trainer specializing in film and 
television co-production and co-venturing. She also continues to present one 
of the world’s top Pitching & Content Development Workshops. In Canada, 
her unique brand of training has been presented across Canada from TIFF 
and the Academy to Yellowknife and Newfoundland for major festivals and 
film coops. Globally her workshops have been featured at Berlin’s Talent 
Campus, Cuba’s Escuela Internacional de Cine y TV, Poland’s ScriptEast, 
Australia’s AttaGirl, Cannes, China and Iran.

 A talent that makes things happen, Jan collaborated eleven years ago with 
the Erich Pommer Institut to design the hugely successful Trans Atlantic 
Partners (TAP), a unique 2 module international training program for 
establish film and TV producers.  Jan is Director of the TAP initiative. Jan has 
also served as an international consultant for many organizations including 
Creative BC and the CMPA, leading and supporting Canadian delegations 
to HK Filmart, the Rio Content Market and Berlin. She launched and served 
as Director of Halifax’s Strategic Partners, one of the world’s pre-eminent 
international co-production markets for 15 years.

 Jan has also been very active in co-designing and presenting four versions of 
Five Women in Focus training opportunities for Women in View. The recently 
launched 2021 program is  Five in Focus Indigenous which Jan co-leads. Jan 
presently serves on the Women in View Board, the WIFT Canada Coalition 
and recently completed a term on the AFC Board.
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Manuel, Master of Economic Sciences who started his professional experience 
in international co-productions at  FILMAX in 1998, designing and managing 
international co-productions such as The Machinist (2004), Fragile (2005),  or 
Perfume: The Story of a Murdered (2006). In 2006 he became the Executive 
Producer of NOTRO Films (Vértice  360º group) producing several titles with 
a consistent international distribution as Fermat’s Room (2007) or Oceans  
(2009).Manuel set up MONZON FILMS in 2010, based in Barcelona providing 
executive production services. Some  titles: Red Lights (2012), Comme 
un chef (2012), Insensibles (2012), Grand Piano (2013), En solitaire (2013). 
He is nowadays working as the Executive Producer in the production division 
of A CONTRACORRIENTE FILMS, the leading  Spanish independent film 
distributor, based in Barcelona (Spain). ACF distributes about twenty films 
a year in Spain,  specializing in popular art-house titles and taking all rights 
to Spain, in addition to the production slate distributed  by the company.
Some recent examples as an Executive Producer: The Bookshop (2017) 
International Premiered  Berlinale 2018. Awards: Frankfurt Book Fair prize 
for Best International Literary Adaptation 2017. Goya Awards, by  the Spanish 
Cinema Academy: Best Film, Best Director, and Best Adapted Screenplay; 
Spanish Scriptwriters Awards;  Gaudí Awards, etc… El Ciudadano Ilustre (2016) 
Awards: Venice Festival Coppa Volpi; Five Latin-American Platino  Awards; 
Goya Best film award; Argentinean Academy Silver’s Condor Best film award; 
Best Script and Silver spike  Best Film at Seminci Festival; Ariel Award Best 
film, etc. Nominated to the Oscar’s 2017 for Argentina.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

After completing his studies in business, Alexandre Moreau started to work 
in the movie industry as an international  sales assistant at Gaumont. He 
then moved on to Versatile, a Paris-based international sales company part 
of the  Wild Bunch group. There, he was festivals manager and sales agent 
for 5 years, working on films such as Paulina by  Santiago Mitre or Nasty Baby 
by Sebastian Silva. He joined Memento Films International in 2017 as a sales 
executive  handling many territories and selling films such as True History 
of the Kelly Gang by Justin Kurzel or Everybody Knows  by Asghar Farhadi 
among many others.He is currently acting as VP of international sales and 
Marketing handling  several key territories and getting involved in global 
sales strategy and acquisitions.
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CREATIVE ADVISORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

David has worked as an independent film, TV and theatre producer for over 
30 years. His film credits include Henry  V, Peter’s Friends, Much Ado 
About Nothing, The Madness of King George (BAFTA for Outstanding British 
Film), Mary  Shelley’s Frankenstein, Twelfth Night, The Wings of the Dove, 
Shakespeare in Love (winner of Seven Academy Awards  including Best 
Picture and four BAFTA Awards including Best Film), Gangs of New York, 
(Production Consultant), I  Capture the Castle, Chasing Liberty and A Bunch 
of Amateurs. In 2010 he produced the BAFTA nominated My Week  with 
Marilyn followed in 2011 by Tom Stoppard’s award-winning adaptation of 
Parade’s End for BBC and HBO. David  also produced The Wipers Times for 
BBC 2 and two BBC 4 documentaries: Glyndebourne: The Untold History 
and  Birth of an Opera.David’s company Trademark Films co-produced the 
world’s first hand-painted animated feature  film, Loving Vincent, which 
was nominated for both BAFTA and Academy Awards in the Animation 
category.Red Joan  starring Judi Dench, Sophie Cookson, Tom Hughes and 
Stephen Campbell Moore was released in 2019 and most  recently, David co-
produced The Father starring Anthony Hopkins and Olivia Colman which 
will be released in  January 2021.David was Chairman of BAFTA 2008-10 and 
Chairman of Film London 2010-17. He also serves as a  Governor at Dulwich 
College, London.
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Jeremy Pikser is the co-writer of the film Bulworth, for which he won the 
LA Critics Award in 1999, as well as Oscar,  Golden Globe and Writer’s Guild 
nominations for best screenplay. War, Inc., a satire about US policy in the 
Middle  East, which he wrote with Mark Leyner and John Cusack, premiered 
at the Tribeca Film Festival in 2008. He also  wrote The Lemon Sisters (1988) 
and worked on the script and production of Reds (1981). He has written over 
30  commissioned screenplays for every major US studio, a pilot for HBO, and 
a web series, Farmed and Dangerous,  which streamed in 2013.In September 
he stepped down as Vice-president of the Writer’s Guild of America, East, 
after  serving for ten years. He has taught graduate screenwriting at Johns 
Hopkins University since 2014 and taught a  screenwriting workshop at 
NYU from 1999 to 2012. He has been the creative director of the Saul Zaentz 
Innovation  Fund Screenwriting Lab in Baltimore since 2016, and has regularly 
served as a creative advisor to the Sundance  Screenwriter’s Lab, and the 
Laboratorio de Guionistas in Mexico. He has also advised at screenwriting labs 
in the UK,  France, Italy, Jordan, Ecuador, Brazil, and Turkey.His most recent 
screenplay, The Last Place on Earth, to be directed  by Sebastian Cordero, is 
currently preparing for production.
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Tom ABRAMS

Scott ALEXANDER

Trygve ALLISTER

David AUKIN

Dennis BARTOK

Marc BASCHET

Marjorie BENDECK

Martina BLEIS

Andrew BIRKIN

Paddy BREATHNACH

Fred BREINERSDORFER

Gabriele BRUNNENMEYER

Marc CARO

Chris COLLINS

Jens DAHL

Rita DAGHER

Catherine DUSSART

Fernando EIMBCKE

Licia EMINENTI

Jonathan ENGLISH

Liselott FORSMAN

William FORSYTHE

Paul FRASER

Gyula GAZDAG

Madleen GORRIS

Neasa HARDIMAN

Monte HELLMAN

Lars HERMANN

Gordy HOFFMAN

Ben HOPKINS

Phil HUGHES

Robert JONES

Maciej KARPIŃSKI

Cedomir KOLAR

Eran KOLIRIN

Richard KWIETNIOWSKI

Gianluca LEONCINI

Joelle LEVIE

Everett LEWIS

Bernd LICHTENBERG

Sandy LIEBERSON

Barre LUCIUS

Miguel MACHALSKI

Lauren MACKENZIE

David MATAMOROS

Peter MEDAK

Jan MILLER

Robert PAUL MILLER

Enzo MONTELEONE

Lynda MYLES

Piers NIGHTINGALE

Mark O’HALLORAN

Thaddeus O’SULLIVAN

Jean-Luc ORMIERES

Anders ØSTERGAARD

Roman PAUL

Tobias PAUSINGER

Mark PEPLOE

Simon PERRY

Nik POWELL

Udayan PRASAD

James RAGAN

Jason RESNICK

Lucas ROSANT

Alexandra ROSSI

Donato ROTUNNO

Christian ROUTH

Marek ROZENBAUM

Antonio SAURA

Michael SCHIFFER

Manfred SCHMIDT

George SLUIZER

Martin STELLMAN

Ula STÖCKL

Antonin SVOBODA

Michael TAYLOR

Christoph THOKE

Allister TRYGVE

Wiebke VON CAROLSFELD

Brian WARD

Peter WEBBER

Peter ZAWREL

Petr ZELENKA

Meinolf ZURHORST
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PROJECTS 
PRODUCED

1st
 EDITION

RUN TO GROUND 
Hungary / UK 2010 
written by Balazs Lovas 
directed by Zsombor Dyga 
• Best Editing, Hungarian 

Film Week

TILT
Bulgaria 2010
written by Borislav Chouchkov 
and Dimitar Kotzev
directed by Viktor Chouchkov 
• Selected as the Bulgarian entry  

for the ‘Best Foreign Language Film’, 
84th Academy Awards

• Best Debut Feature,  
Raindance IFF, UK

• Best Editing Award, Woodstock Film 
Festival, USA

• Best Main Actor, Best Supporting  
Actor & Special Jury Award,  
Golden Rose Film Festival

THE HOUSE 
Slovakia 2011
written and directed by Zuzana Liova
• World premiere at 61st Berlinale 
• Anonimul Trophy, Anonimul International 

Independent Film Festival, 2011
• Audience Award - Best Slovak Film, 

Bratislava International Film Festival, 2011
• New Voices/New Visions Grand Jury 

Prize, Palm Springs International Film 
Festival, 2012

• 5 Slovak Film And TV Academy Awards:  
Best Feature Film, Best Film Director, 
Best Screenplay, Best Actress in a 
Leading Role, Best Actor in Leading role 

Nominations: 
• Sutherland Trophy, British Film Institute 

Awards, 2011
• International Jury Award, São Paulo 

International Film Festival, 2011
• 12 nominations to Slovak Film And TV 

Academy Awards



PROJECTS 
PRODUCED

2nd
 EDITION

ARCHEO 
Slovenia 2011
written and directed by Jan Cvitkovič 
• Best International Feature 

Film, Feature Film Competition, 
12st IFFI International Film Festival 
Innsbruck, Austria

• Vesna Award,  
Best live-action film,  
14th Festival of Slovenian Film

• Vesna Award, Best director,  
14th Festival of Slovenian Film

• Vesna Award, Best Cinematography, 
14th Festival of Slovenian Film 

THE CORPSE 
COLLECTOR
Bulgaria 2015
written by Marin Damianov 
and Juliana Stoyanova
• Best Screenwriter Award,  

33rd Golden Rose Bulgarian  
Feature Film Festival, 2015

THE WITNESS 
Switzerland / North Macedonia / 
Ireland 2018
written by Mitko Panov and 
Władysław Pasikowski 
directed by Mitko Panov
• world premiere at Geneva 

International Film Festival 

WOMB 
Germany / Hungary / France 2010
written and directed by Benedek 
Fliegauf 
• Junior Jury Award – ‘Environment Is 

Quality of Life’ Prize
Nominations:
• Golden Leopard, Locarno  

International Film Festival
• Northern German Film Award, ‘Best 

Feature Film’



PROJECTS 
PRODUCED

3rd
 EDITION

THE JAPANESE DOG
Romania 2018
written by Ioan Antoci
directed by Tudor Cristian Jurgiu 
• Gopos Award, Best Actor in a Leading 

Role, Gopo Awards Romania, 2014
• Competition 1-2 Award, Warsaw 

International Film Festival
• Romanian entry for the Best Foreign 

Language Film at 87th Academy Awards
• Opened at Sans Sebastian Film Festival, 2013 
Nominations:
• Best Eastern European Film Award, 

Santa Barbara International Film Festival, 
2014

• Gopos Award, Best Feature Film,  
Gopo Awards Romania 2014

• Gopos Award, Best First Feature  
Film, Gopo Awards Romania 2014

• Gopos Award, Best Art Direction, 
 Gopo Awards Romania 2014

NIGHT BOATS 
Croatia / Serbia / Slovenia 2012
written and directed by Igor Mirkovic 
• Celebrate Age Best Film, Bombay 

International Film Festival, 2012
• Golden Arena, Pula Film 

Festival 2012
Nominations:
• Best Film, Napoli Film Festival, 2013

RETRACE 
Hungary / Romania / Sweden 2011
written by Judit Elek 
and Laszlo Berger 
directed by Judit Elek
• Best Film, Louisville  

International Film Festival, 2012

A FRIEND OF MINE 
Estonia 2011
written and directed by Mart Kivastik 
Nominations:
• Heave(i)n Estonian Film Award, 

15th Tallinn Black Nights Film Festival



PROJECTS 
PRODUCED

4th
 EDITION

RADIOGRAM
Bulgaria 2017
written and directed by Rouzie 
Hassanova 
• Audience Award for Best Film, Sofia 

IFF, 2018 
Nominations:
• Golden Anchor Award for Best Film, 

Haifa IFF, 2017
• Emerging Filmmaker Award for 

Best Film, Minneapolis St. Paul 
International Film Festival, 2018

• Golden Barge for Best Film, Vukovar 
Film Festival, 2018

BREAKING NEWS
Romania 2017
written by Iulia Rugina, Oana 
Rasuceanu and Ana Agopian, 
directed by Iulia Rugina
• Best starting performance at 

Karlovy Vary IFF 2017
Nominations:
• Crystal Globe for Best Film, Karlovy 

Vary IFF, 2017
• Prize Trieste for Best Feature Film, 

Trieste FF, 2018

THE DAY OF 
CHOCOLATE
Poland 2018
written by Jacek Piotr Bławut 
and Anna Onichimowska, 
directed by Jacek Piotr Bławut 
• The Krzysztof Kieslowski ScripTeast 

Award, Cannes 2010
• International Young Audience Film 

Festival Teachers award 
Nominations:
• Golden Claw Award, Gdynia Film 

Festival, 2018 
• Golden Goats, International Young 

Audience Film Festival, 2018
• Main competition, Youth and 

Cinema Debut Film Festival, 
Koszalin, 2018 



PROJECTS 
PRODUCED

4th
 EDITION

VANISHING WAVES
Lithuania / France / Belgium 2012
written by Kristina Buožytė, Bruno Samper
directed by Kristina Buožytė 
• Directed by Kristina Buožytė (Lithuania)
• Best Film, The Jameson Dublin International 

Film Festival, 2013
• Best Screenplay, Fantastic Fest, Texas, 2012
• Best Director, Fantastic Fest, Texas, 2012
• ‘East of the west’ special mention, Karlovy Vary 

International Film Festival, 2012
• Special Mention, Neutchatel film festival, 2012 
• Emeric Pressburger prize, Miscolci film festival
• Special Mention, Palic Film Festival, Serbia
• Méliès d’Argent, Lund international film festival
• Méliès d’Or prize, Sitges fantastic film festival
• Best film at Vancouver’s Rio Grind FF

THE JUDGEMENT 
Bulgaria / Germany / Croatia 2014
written and directed by Stephan 
Komandarev 
• Best Film, Golden Rose Bulgarian 

Feature Film Festival, 2014
• Best Actor, Golden Rose Bulgarian 

Feature Film Festival, 2014
Nominations: 
• Grand Prix, Warsaw International 

Film Festival, 2014

THE 
POSSIBILITIES 
OF MAKING 
FRIENDS 
Hungary 2007
written and directed by Gabor 
Ferenczi
• Best TV-film in 40th Hungarian Film 

Week



PROJECTS 
PRODUCED

5th
 EDITION

THE PROSECUTOR 
THE DEFENDER 
THE FATHER AND 
HIS SON
Bulgaria / Sweden / Netherlands 2015
written and directed by Iglika 
Triffonova
• The Krzysztof Kieslowski ScripTeast 

Award, Cannes 2011
• Best Director, Best Cinemtography,  

Best Score, Best Editing, Best 
Supportig Actor, Bulgarian Film 
Awards, 2016

• Special Jury Mention, Golden Apricot 
Festival Film of Yerevan, 2016

• Jury Special Mention, Feature 
Competition, Golden Apricot Yerevan 
IFF, 2016

• Silver Seagul Award for Best Film, 
Sofia IFF, 2016

• FIPRESCI prize – special mention, 
Tallin, Black Nights Film Festival, 2015

CAR PARK 
Hungary 2014
written by Bence Miklauzič 
& Ferenc Lengyel
directed by Bence Miklauzič 
Nominations: 
• Golden Spike, Valladolid 

International Film Festival, 2014
• Free Spirit Award, Warsaw 

International Film Festival

FATHER
Poland 2015
wirtten and directed by Artur 
Urbański
• Złoty Szczeniak, Best Male Leading 

role, FAF, 2015 
• Jantar Award for Best Sound, Youth 

and Cinema Debut Film Festival, 
Koszalin, 2015 

Nominations:
• Main competition, Youth and 

Cinema Debut Film Festival, 
Koszalin, 2015

NIGHTLIFE 
Slovenia / North Macedonia / Bosnia 
and Herzegovina 2016
written by Damjan Kozlole, Ongjen 
Svilicic 
directed by Damjan Kozole 
• Best Director Karlovy Vary 

International Film Festival 2016

WARSAW 
BY NIGHT 
Poland 2015
written by Natalia Koryncka-Gruz 
& Marek Modzelewski 
directed by Natalia Koryncka-Gruz



PROJECTS 
PRODUCED

6st
 EDITION

HOME GUARDS 
Hungary 2015
written and directed by Krisztina Goda 
• Best Actor, Hungarian Film Week, 

2016
Nominations:
• Best Editing, Hungarian Film  

Week, 2016
• Intercontinental Prize for Best 

Picture, World Premieres Film 
Festival

RED CAPTAIN 
Czech Republic / Slovakia / Poland 2016
written by Anna Fifkova  
and Michal Kollar, 
directed by Michal Kollar 
• Biggest ever domestic opening 

in Slovakia. The film is TOP20 of the 
Slovak box office

THIRST 
Bulgaria 2015
written by Svetoslav Ovtcharov, 
Svetla Tsotsorkova
directed by Svetla Tsotsorkova 
• European Discovery of the Year 

– EFA nomination 
• Best Fiction Film – Crossing Europe 

Film Festival 2016 
• Special Jury Award – Minsk 

International Film Festival 2015 
• Best Cinematography and Best 

Debut Golden Rose 2015 



PROJECTS 
PRODUCED

7th
 EDITION

THE MUTE 

Belgium / Poland 2018
written by Bartosz Konopka, 
Przemysław Nowakowski, Anna 
Wydra, directed by Bartosz Konopka
• The Krzysztof Kieslowski ScripTeast 

Award, Cannes 2013
• Golden Lion for Best 

Cinematography, Gdynia FF, 2018
Nominations:
• Golden Lions for Best Film, Gdynia 

FF 2018

IRINA
Bulgaria 2018
written by Svetoslav Ovcharov, Bojan 
Vuletich, Nadejda Koseva
directed by Nadejda Koseva
• Best Debut Film at Cottbus Film 

Festival of Young East European 
Cinema

• Golden Rose Award & Award of the 
Union of Bulgarian Filmmakers at 
Golden Rose Bulgarian Feature Film 
Festival

• Golden Owl Award Tirana 
International Film Festival for Best 
Feature Film

• Ecumenical Jury Award & Special 
Jury Award at Warsaw International 
Film Festival

PAINTED BIRD
Czech Republic / Slovakia / Ukraine 2019
written and directed by Václav 
Marhoul
• 92nd Academy Awards shortlist 

for Best International Feature Film
• UNICEF Award - Venice Film 

Festival 2019
• Bronze Frog and FIPRESCI Award, 

Camerimage 2019
• Best Cinematography Award 

at Chicago International Film 
Festival 2019

• Best Director Award at FEST 
International Film Festival 2020

• 9 Chech Lions 2020: Best Film, 
Best Director, Best Cinematography, 
Best Sound, Best Art Direction, 
Best Costumes, Best Film Poster 

18% GREY
Bulgaria / Germany / North 
Macedonia / Serbia / Belgium 2020
written by Hilary Norrish, Dolya 
Gavanski, Zachary Karabashliev
directed by Viktor Chouchkov



PROJECTS 
PRODUCED

8th
 EDITION

MINISTRY OF 
LOVE 
Croatia 2016
written and directed 
by Pavo Marinkovic
• Platinium Remi Award  

for Best Film, WorldFest Houston, 
2017

KING’S SHIFT
Lithuania / Latvia 2018
written by Saulius Drunga, 
Ignas Miškinis 
directed by Ignas Miškinis
• 2 Lithuanian Film Awards
• shown at Goa IFF, Festival des Films 

du Monde, Vilnius IFF  
and others

MARITA
Romania 2017
written by Anca Buja and Cristi Iftime
directed by Cristi Iftime 
• FEDEORA Award, Karlovy Vary IFF, 

2017
Nominations:
• East of West Award, Karlovy Vary 

IFF, 2017
• Young Talent Award, Hamburg Film 

Festival, 2017

AURORA 
BOREALIS
Hungary 2017
written by Márta Mészáros, 
Jancsó Zoltán & Pataki Éva 
directed by Márta Mészáros
• Audience choice Award for Best 

Narrative Foreign-Language 
Feature, Chicago IFF, 2018

• Special Recognition, Closing 
Night Film,  
Stony Brook Film Festival, 2018

Nominations:
• Best Sound, Hungarian Film  

Week, 2017



PROJECTS 
PRODUCED

9th
 EDITION

ÁGA 
Bulgaria / Germany / France 2018
written by Milko Lazarov and Simeon Ventsislavov, directed by Milko Lazarov 
• World premiere Berlinale 2018
• The Krzysztof Kieslowski ScripTeast Award, Cannes 2015
• Golden Rose for Best Feature Film, Best Cinematography, Best Director, Bulgarian Feature Film Festival, 2018
• Grand Prix for Best Film, Cabourg Romantic Film Festival, 2018
• Best Film at Cairo International Film Festival, 2018
• Golden Raven for Best Film and Special Jury Prize, Chukotka International Arctic Film Festival, 2018
• Best Director Award, Eurasian International Film Festival, 2018
• Grand Prix for Best Movie, Farj International Film Festival, 2018
• Best Film, Free Zone Film Festival, 2018
• Best Technical Contribution, International Film Festival & Awards Macao, 2018
• Special Jury Award, International Film Festival of India, 2018
• Audience Award for Best Feature, Ljubljana International Film Festival, 2018
• Special Jury Award for International Feature Film Competition, Malatya International Film Festival, 2018
• Heart of Sarajevo Award for Best Film, Sarajevo Film Festival, 2018
• NDR Director’s Award for Best Director, Schwerin Art Of Film Festival, 2018
• Green Spike & Pilar Miró Award for Best New Director, Valladolid International Film Festival, 2018

GENESIS
Hungary 2018
written and directed by Árpád Borden 
• World premiere at Panorama 

section of the 68th Berlin 
International Film Festival, 2018

• Special Jury Award for Best 
Film Sofia International Film 
Festival, 2018
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WILD ROSES
Poland 2017
written and directed 
by Anna Jadowska
• Best Film of the 27th FilmFestival 

Cottbus
• Golden Tapes award for best 

domestic film released in Polish 
cinemas in 2017

• Stockholm Impact Award 2017

THE MAN WITH  
THE MAGIC BOX
Italy / Poland 2017
written and directed by Bodo Kox 
• Asteroid Award Trieste 

Science+Fiction Festival 2017
• Best Score Polish Film Festival 2017

MASARYK 
Czech Republic / Slovakia / Germany 
2016
written by Alex Koenigsmark, 
Petr Kolecko & Julius Sevcik
directed by Julius Sevcik 
• World premiere at 67th BERLINALE
• 14 Czech Film Award Nominations 

(in all possible categories).  
The ceremony will be held on March 
4th 2017 

THE MAN WHO  
LOOKS LIKE ME 
Estonia 2017
written and directed by Katrin Maimik 
& Andres Maimik 
 Nominations:
• East of West Award,  

Karlovy Vary IFF, 2017
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WHEN THE TREES FALL 
Ukraine / Poland / North Macedonia 2018
written and directed by Marysia Nikitiuk 
• The Krzysztof Kieslowski ScripTeast Award, 

Cannes 2016
• Silver Peacock for Best Actress,  

International Film Festival of India, 2018
• Golden Duke for Best Acting, Odessa  

International Film Festival, 2018
• Ukrainian Film Critics Award for Discovery 

of the Year, 2018
Nominations:
• Best First Feature Award and Panorama Audience 

Award, Berlin International Film Festival, 2018
• New Talent Grand Prix, CPH PIX, 2018
• Best Feature Film at Neuchâtel International 

Fantastic Film Festival, 2018
• Golden Duke for National Competition Program, 

Odessa International Film Festival, 2018
• Ukrainian Film Critics Awards for Best Actress, 2018
• Discoveries section at Warsaw International 

Film Festival, 2018

A PICTURE  
WITH YUKI
Bulgaria 2019
written by Luchezar Avramov 
and Dimiter Stoyanovich 
directed by Luchezar Avramov 

LETTERS FROM 
ANTARCTICA
Bulgaria 2019
written by Teodora Markova, 
Georgi Ivanov & Nevena Kertova
directed by Stanislav Donchev

INVISIBLE
Lithuania / Ukraine / Latvia /  
Spain 2019
written by Kristupas Sabolius, 
Ignas Jonynas
directed by Ignas Jonynas
• Glocal in Progress Award, San 

Sebastián International Film 
Festival



8 edition   Agung 
PAWEŁ FERDEK, ARKADIUSZ MILCARZ  
POLAND

8 edition   Call me Shakespeare 
VALERI YORDANOV 
BULGARIA

9 edition  Never Give Up  
MATEJ MINAC  
CZECH REPUBLIC

12 edition   Afrika 
MAYA VITKOVA 
BULGARIA

12 edition   The Last Train from Prague 
MATEJ MINÁČ, DAVID MINÁČ  
CZECH REPUBLIC

13 edition  M 
VARDAN TOZIJA, DARIJAN PEJOVSKI  
NORTH MACEDONIA

13 edition  Stillborn 
LENA GÓRA, OLGA CHAJDAS 
POLAND

13 edition   The Nightsiren 
BARBORA NAMEROVA, TEREZA NVOTOVA 
SLOVAKIA

13 edition  Forever Hold Your Peace 
IVAN MARINOVIC  
MONTENEGRO 
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The Independent Film Foundation was established in 1999 to promote creativity and  
the production of f ilms of high artistic value, and to create opportunities for artistic  
and professional development of f ilmmakers. The founder of the Independent Film  
Foundation is Dariusz Jabłoński, director and producer.

Foundation is led by Violetta Kamińska, General Manager of ScripTeast and Izabela  
Wójcik, General Manager of the Polish Film Awards Eagles. Besides Foundation, they  
carry on wide international production activities through their companies: Apple Film  
Production and Message Film. All three are members of Polish and European Film  
Academies.Since its inception the Foundation has managed the Polish Film Academy  
Awards Eagles. It was the initiative of the Foundation to establish the Polish Film  
Academy in 2003, whose members are all active Polish f ilmmakers. Members of the  
academy grant the Eagles awards in a two-stage vote, supervised by PwC.

The Foundation was also the initiator and organizer of the Polish-Czech-Slovak  
Pavilion at the Cannes Film Festival and the Central European Cinema during the  
Berlin Film Festival. The Independent Film Foundation also co-organizes international  
meetings and conferences, of which the most important project was an Audiovisual  
Training Forum in Warsaw, co-organized with CARTOON and funded by the European  
Union and United International Pictures.

Since 2006 the Foundation has run ScripTeast - an annual program for experienced  
writers, whose mission is to help writers of Eastern and Central Europe overcome  
obstacles they encounter and promote their screenplays among the world’s best  
producers. The program is the result of a f ive-year long cooperation with Robert  
Redford’s Sundance Institute within Central European Scriptwriters Lab.
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with support of

in partnership with

organized by
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contact: 
info@scripteast.pl

www.scripteast.pl
www.facebook.com/scripteast

www.instagram.com/scripteast/

FACEBOOKWWW INSTAGRAM
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